***Background.*** Influenza A (H1N1) pdm09 was one of strains circulating in Thailand in early 2014. We reported using statistical-derived incubation period (IP) estimation to investigate an outbreak of influenza in our operating room (OR) staff from February 1 to April 1, 2014.

***Methods.*** After 4 cases of influenza A infection were detected, cases of influenza-like illness (ILI) were actively identified in operating areas among staff. We confirmed the infection by using EIA or RT-PCT technique. All cases were interviewed and data were used to develop a timeline, geographic distribution and other potential risks for influenza acquisition. We applied the median IP of 1.4 days with dispersion of 1.51 days for each case and estimated probability of places where these staff acquired the infection.

***Results.*** Among 82 OR staff, 18 cases (22%) of ILI were detected. Of these, 11 cases were confirmed as influenza A (H1N1). The 3 index cases were identified and based on modeling, the time period that they shared was linked to the highest probability of acquiring disease. They attended a 2-day class that was held before the OR outbreak started. We interviewed all 22 attendees and found the source case who had ILI during that class.

***Conclusion.*** Using statistical-derived IP estimation model was very helpful to investigate influenza infection that had a short IP in areas where molecular epidemiology was not routinely used and sometimes unavailable. The model was useful in making transmission map of the outbreak, to detect the source case, and to identify patients who could acquire the illness from HCP. Such models have potential to guide interventions in settings with limited resources.
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